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Markup UK
Across

Elf swordsmen with 50 
energy scrambled to ensure 
syntactic regularity (4-10)

1

Senior officer is heard to 
provide core program (6)

9

Confused resident is most 
square (8)

10

Contained node somehow 
ascended before Windows 
OS version (10)

11

Surplus architectural style (4)13
Rick’s data structure (5)14
Discussion network’s good 
advice for lepidopterist? (6)

16

Inside vendor - a clever 
software company (6)

21

Wayward wives make 
impressions (5)

23

Texts medics (4)26
Quotable characteristics? 
(10)

27

Solo’s watering-hole is key 
for lacunae (5, 3)

29

Revolting single, with zero 
lost energy, gains access to 
site (4, 2)

30

Hamill, flying with Klingon (or 
the like), leaves behind owl 
(or the like) (6, 8)

32

Down
Like gold and silver, they 
may contain 27 (8)

2

Turing loses his head for 
linked system (3)

3

Lone grotesque included in 
place geeks go to socialise? 
(6)

4

They’re not automatic 
handbooks (7)

5

Everything in an XML 
document is done wrong (4)

6

Old hands go up before 
Spanish growers of 
forbidden fruit (6)

7

Aghast at Icarus’s content, 
which is fixed (6)

8

Device’s bleep is true, 
illuminated ecstasy (4)

12

Oddly, cat-god is the one in 
charge of fixing it (3)

15

Alien raised on halogen 
engenders DH outfit (3)

17

Yes, German squatting on 
the Pope’s domain speaks 
language (4)

18

Kitschy vessel at pleasing 
spot for sharing on social 
media (8)

19

Mark auntie from Kansas 
before sprint (2-4)

20

Pronounced coastal sort of 
value (7)

22

Diplomatic android serves up 
mixed content (6)

24

Spouse’s dad on Chicago 
train to Indiana shows what 
you can do with text field (4, 
2)

25

At first, girl entering Esther’s 
kitchen is a brainy type (4)

28

Richard’s baby, hung 
backwards, takes an hour off 
(3)

31
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